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Peer-to-Peer : Harnessing the Power of Disruptive TechnologiesO'Reilly, 2001

	The term "peer-to-peer" has come to be applied to networks that expect end users to contribute their own files, computing time, or other resources to some shared project. Even more interesting than the systems' technical underpinnings are their socially disruptive potential: in various ways they return content, choice, and...
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Moodle E-learning Course DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2006
A complete guide to successful learning using Moodle
 - Straight-forward coverage of installing and using the Moodle system
 - Working with Moodle features in all learning environments
 - A unique course-based approach focuses your attention on designing well structured, interactive, and successful courses
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Windows XP Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2002
Windows XP Pocket Reference is a handy book for power users and system administrators who need a solid reference with quick answers, but not a lot of explanation. This book is a powerful tool that quickly covers XP's applications and tools, tasks and settings, and commands.

This pocket reference is...
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Real World Linux Security (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002
 

Stop today's most vicious Internet attackers—right in their tracks!

Your Linux system will be attacked: maybe in minutes, certainly in days. Be ready! Real World Linux Security, Second Edition brings together state-of-the-art solutions and exclusive software for safeguarding any Linux-based system or...
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JavaScript Application CookbookO'Reilly, 1999
Seasoned Java coders will find the JavaScript Application Cookbook compiled just for them. Written in the same vein as the old-style programmer "toolbox" titles, this book sheds the usual tutorial presentation and simply introduces a series of JavaScript applications you can use on your own sites.
 The cookbook begins with...
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Fast Track Visual Basic .NETWrox Press, 2002
Aimed at the Visual Basic 6 programmer turning to .NET for the first time, Fast Track Visual Basic .NET provides a worthy, fast-paced introduction to the features and APIs working developers need to get started with VB .NET. The salient feature of this book is its compact size and  fast-moving yet approachable tutorial to the new version...
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eDirectory Field GuideFriends of Ed, 2005
eDirectory Field Guide is a handy reference for configuring, troubleshooting, and optimizing Novells eDirectory on NetWare, Linux, Unix, and Windows. Along with Sun ONE Directory Server and Microsoft Active Directory, Novells eDirectory is a leader in directory server software, the specialized database that enterprises employ to store...
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Zen and the Art of Information SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2007
While security is generally perceived to be a complicated and expensive process, Zen and the Art of Information Security makes security understandable to the average person in a completely non-technical, concise, and entertaining format.  Through the use of analogies and just plain common sense, readers see through the hype and become comfortable...
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Embedded, Everywhere: A Research Agenda for Networked Systems of Embedded ComputersNational Academy Press, 2001
Continued advances in information technologies are enabling a growing number of physical devices to be imbued with computingand communications capabilities. Aircraft, cars, household appliances, cellular telephones, and health monitoring devices all contain microprocessors that are being linked with other information processing devices. Such...
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Bluetooth Application Programming with the Java APIs (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Bluetooth® wireless technology is a short-range radio standard that provides new opportunities for wireless devices. This radio standard was designed originally as a way of eliminating the cables currently attached to nearly all consumer electronic devices. However, the goals for Bluetooth wireless technology grew as its designers recognized...
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Programming INDIGOMicrosoft Press, 2005
Microsoft Code Name “Indigo” is an advanced infrastructure and programming model for creating connected applications. It's like nothing that has come before. That's a bold statement, so allow me to put it in perspective for you.

I wrote my first communication program over 20 years ago and...
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Applied Graph Theory in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
This book will serve as a foundation for a variety of useful applications of graph theory to computer vision, pattern recognition, and related areas. It covers a representative set of novel graph-theoretic methods for complex computer vision and pattern recognition tasks. The first part of the book presents the application of graph theory to...
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